
 
Pennireef Papers 

WHAT WENT ON IN WICHITA? 
* When Victims are branded as Villains * 

 
It's murder. Murder motivated by greed. The love of money is the root of all evil and 
surely one of the two great evils in our land today is the premeditated (planned) murder 
of little babies in what is euphemistically called a "family planning center." Somebody 
has to do something. Hundreds of good, decent citizens across the nation have asked, "If 
not me, who? If not now, when?" Yet it is these honorable citizens who are being bound, 
brutalized and carted off to jail for trying to prevent what their conscience knows is 
wrong. 
     Where is the media in all this? Where are these hypocritical champions of "the 
people's right to know." They cried in their beer when they weren't allowed in Grenada, 
and grieved in their ginger ale when they were strictly controlled in the Gulf War. Why? 
Because they wanted to bring home to the living rooms of America the horrors of war. 
     Now, right here in America, there is a war being waged against the unborn. If the 
media were fair, responsible and consistent they would demand to film the carnage. 
Nightly we would be treated to grisly scenes of babies being dismembered. There would 
be footage from the sonogram showing the baby trying to escape the probing of a hostile 
instrument. We would see the heart monitor register the obvious fetal fear and distress. 
We would be aghast at the sight of a tiny head yanked ruthlessly with forceps from the 
rest of the body before extracting the remains of the torso with a suction device. The TV 
eye would zoom in on little limbs being torn off. We'd follow the film crew out back to 
the dumpster in the alley behind the murder mill to see body parts in a plastic bag. If, as I 
say, the media were fair and consistent in their concern for our "right to know." Yet 
instead they described activities inside Dr. Tiller's Wichita clinic at Kellogg and South 
Bleckley Street in antiseptic prose such as "performing late-term abortions." 
     There are 4,000 abortions every day in the United States. A delicate, diminutive, 
defenseless and completely innocent little baby is mangled, rent, cleaved, split and ripped 
out every 21.6 seconds. In the time it takes you to read this article, ten wee tots have been 
trashed; ten miniature marvels of creation have been prematurely consumed. The carnage 
must stop. Surely the patience of God is wearing thin. We are in grave danger of divine 
judgment. 
     Next to your neighborhood abortionist, Jeffrey Dahmer, the current focus of media 
concern, would come off smelling like a rose. Of course the fetal hatchet -men among us 
may not eat the little bodies, but they are cannibals just the same in that they eat (thrive 
on) the proceeds of their slaughter. Women libbers may sound cool when they cry "Pro-
Choice" but in reality – it's 'murder she wrote.' If good, solid, decent men and women will 
not cry out against this slaughter then we become accessories to the crime. God help us! 
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